Recommended IP International Experiences for ECONOMICS/ECON AND INT’L AFFAIRS/GLOBAL ECON AND MODERN LANG.

The programs below offer coursework for your major and/or degree and have already been approved by your academic unit for the IP. Internships/research options are not guaranteed and not all programs are offered every term. Keep in mind with the Intern/Research options that your two programs MUST equal 26 weeks or more.

Before going abroad for the first time, you must declare your intended international experiences on the IP International Experience Approval Form found at: http://oie.gatech.edu/ip/declarationform

**Arabic Language Options**

- **Academic year at AUD Dubai Exchange**
  - AUD Dubai Exchange + **Intern or Research Abroad**
  - 26+ week internship or research abroad in Arabic-speaking country

**Chinese Language Options**

- **26+ week internship or research abroad in China, Singapore, or Hong Kong**
  - Academic Year at **Renmin Beijing Exchange**
  - Renmin Beijing Exchange + **Chinese LBAT**
  - Renmin Beijing Exchange + **Southeast Asia Summer Program**
  - Renmin Beijing Exchange + Intern or Research Abroad

- **Academic Year at NUS Singapore Exchange**
  - NUS Exchange + **Chinese LBAT**
  - NUS Exchange + **Southeast Asia Summer Program**
  - NUS Exchange + Intern or Research Abroad
  - 16 week internship + **Chinese LBAT**

**French Language Options**

- **26+ week internship or research abroad in France or Switzerland**
  - Academic Year at **Sciences-Po Paris Exchange**
  - Sciences-Po Paris Exchange + **French LBAT**

- **Academic Year at RWTH Aachen Exchange**
  - RWTH Aachen + **German LBAT**
  - RWTH Aachen + **EU Summer Program**
  - RWTH Aachen + Intern or Research Abroad

**German Language Options**

- **26+ week internship or research abroad in Germany**
  - Academic Year at **LMU Munich Exchange**
  - LMU Munich Exchange + **German LBAT**
  - LMU Munich + **EU Summer Program**
  - LMU Munich + Intern or Research Abroad
  - Academic Year at **RWTH Aachen Exchange**
  - RWTH Aachen + **German LBAT**
  - RWTH Aachen + **EU Summer Program**
  - RWTH Aachen + Intern or Research Abroad

**Japanese Language Options**

- **26+ week internship or research abroad in Japan**
  - Academic year at **Ritsumeikan APU Beppu Exchange**
  - Ritsumeikan APU Beppu Exchange + **Japanese LBAT**
  - Ritsumeikan APU Beppu + Intern or Research Abroad
  - Academic year at **Waseda Tokyo Exchange**
  - 16 week internship + **Japanese LBAT**
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**Korean Language Options**

26+ week internship or research abroad in Korea
Academic year at SNU Seoul Exchange
SNU Seoul + Intern or Research Abroad
Academic Year at Yonsei Seoul Exchange
Yonsei Seoul Exchange + Intern or Research Abroad
18 week internship + Korean LBAT

**Russian Language Options**

26+ week internship or research abroad in Russia
Academic year at ANE Moscow Exchange
ANE Moscow Exchange + Russian LBAT
ANE Moscow Exchange + Intern or Research Abroad
18 week internship + Russian LBAT

**Spanish Language Options**

26+ week internship or research abroad in Spanish-speaking country
Academic Year at UCA Buenos Aires Exchange
UCA Buenos Aires Exchange + Spanish LBAT (10 weeks)
UCA Buenos Aires Exchange + Argentina/Brazil Summer Program
UCA Buenos Aires Exchange + Intern or Research Abroad
Academic Year at PUC Exchange
PUC Exchange Program + Spanish LBAT (10 weeks)
PUC Exchange Program + Argentina/Brazil Summer Program
PUC Exchange Program + Intern or Research Abroad
Academic Year at UC3M Carlos Tercero Madrid Exchange
UC3M Carlos Tercero Madrid Exchange + Spanish LBAT (10 weeks)
UC3M Carlos Tercero Madrid Exchange + Valencia/Lisbon Summer Program
UC3M Carlos Tercero Madrid Exchange + Intern or Research Abroad
Academic year at UGR Granada Exchange
UGR Granada Exchange + Spanish LBAT (10 weeks)
UGR Granada Exchange + Valencia/Lisbon Summer Program
UGR Granada Exchange + Intern or Research Abroad
16 week internship + Spanish LBAT (10 weeks)

**English Language Options**

**You will still need to meet the minimum IP language requirement in a language other than English.**

Academic Year – UNSW Sydney Exchange
Academic Year – Queensland Exchange
Academic Year – Limerick Exchange
Academic Year – VUW Wellington Exchange
Academic Year – Leeds University Exchange
Academic Year – SGH Warsaw Exchange
Academic Year – London School of Economics Exchange
Academic Year – Sheffield Exchange
Academic Year – Strathclyde Exchange
Any exchange listed in this section + Intern or Research Abroad

If you would like to pursue a set of international experiences not on this list, please seek approval via this form: http://oie.gatech.edu/content/international-experiences-approval-form
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